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What is Internet Presence Management (IPM)?
If you've been reading some of the articles here in our Online Marketing Resource Center,
you'll have come across the term Internet Presence Management or IPM. While even adamant
Luddites know some IT jargon, Internet Presence is not self-explanatory. But basically it's a
catch-all term for everything that a company is doing online. If your health care practice has
a site, even if it is just a one page aﬀair with your opening times and an address, you have an
Internet Presence. Anything you do to develop or update it is Internet Presence Management.
Why not just use the term website, you might ask. Well, the Internet and how we use it changes
so quickly that a website is now merely a single element of an Internet presence, albeit a vital
one. Think of your website as the trunk of a tree from which many fruit bearing branches can
grow. Email Marketing, Search Engine Optimization (SEO), Social Media, Blogging, directory
listings are just a few add-ons that can improve a website. And that's before we even consider
how mobile phones and tablets are changing the game.

Eﬃciently managing and applying all these elements of a company's web presence to
connect with people seeking services and information is what IPM is all about.
A great looking and usable website is just the start.
Think of your basic website as a pizza shop. You make great quality pizzas that customers
enjoy. But if a competitor opens a similar pizza house nearby but also oﬀers home delivery,
online ordering, advertises with radio jingles, promotes his shop all over town, and gets
people talking about his unique family recipes and menu, the chances are he's going to
be stealing a lot of your customers and attracting new diners, even if his product is inferior.
It doesn't matter what your business does, be it deep dish pizza or spine surgery: In the
world of Internet Presence Management, if you're doing nothing you will lose out.
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Your website is still the single, most important element of your Internet Presence.
It's here that leads and patients will land, having clicked on your site while seeking services and
information. So you need a site that attracts and informs them with concise clear copy and
compelling images. Your site needs to be functional and enable your leads to perform tasks
(ﬁll forms, request appointments, and additional information etc.) It also has to be up-to-date
and relevant.
Of course, ﬁrst you need people to ﬁnd your site. And getting them to land on your homepage
is a major part of IPM. As a healthcare professional, you oﬀer consumer-facing services so most
of your patients will be local. You need your practice to be easily found in local listings - Google,
Yahoo and Bing etc., as well as location-based listings such as Google Maps or Foursquare. The
secret to doing this is Search Engine Optimization (SEO).

SEO is an ever-changing element of IPM but one that's vital if you want to be found via search

engines. If you know the right tricks and tips (or employ someone who does) your site can get
higher up the listings - increasing its clickability.
Another way for healthcare professionals to get clicks is through inbound marketing. People
are always seeking medical information on the net (%) so if your site includes relevant data in
the form of blogs, FAQs or fact sheets, you not only establish yourself as a trusted authority
in your ﬁeld, but also bring in potential patients. Keep this data up to date for your site to gain
depth and ensure return visits. By encouraging people to sign up for updates, you also build
up contacts whom you know are interested in your services. Email marketing is a powerful
tool that enables you to maintain a relationship with your current patients and reach out to
new ones, while newsletters and promotional campaigns can target hundreds of potential
new leads for very little ﬁnancial outlay.
The fastest growing area of IPM has to be Social Media. A strong and "liked" presence on
sites like Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin, Google+ and Youtube will help you leverage leads, make
contact with peers and give you that importing marketing commodity - word of mouth. Social
media is where millions of people hang out, share links and comment on brands and websites.
One recommendation can generate a lot of traﬃc.
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Mobile search is also a game changer. Over 61% of Americans use smartphones and there

are a range of mobile-enabled apps for local services where you need your practice to show up,
especially as Google estimates that 97% of searches are looking for local information, including
health care.
The most useful element of IPM though is behind the scenes - in the less glamorous area of
analytics. With analytics you learn about your site's vital data: how many people looked at your
site and what keywords they used to get there. You can even see if your emails were opened
and who followed up. Going back to our Pizza Shop analogy for a moment; the shop owner
who uses analytics knows where his best customers live, what toppings they like, what dishes
are not selling well, even what customers are saying about the food. This means the owner can
make only the pizzas that sell, for the people that buy them, avoiding wasted time, money and
ingredients. WIth the right data you can do the same to your website and ﬁnetune it to target
the patients who are seeking your services.

As you'll appreciate, a full IPM is about a lot more than your basic website, essential as that is.
The internet is a fast-changing place and you need to keep up. Whether you are just hoping to
keep your current patients happy and grow your business organically or make a massive push
to expand - it's IPM that will be the key to success.

Pronto Marketing creates unique,
cost-eﬀective professional websites to
meet the Internet presence needs of
NASS members, medical professionals
and companies alike. The oﬃcial
NASS partner, Pronto bundles all the
key web presence elements into one
cost-eﬀective service under one low
monthly fee.
Contact Pronto with any questions:

experts@prontomarketing.com or
1 (800) 270-3440.
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